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Document Imaging version 12.65 is released!

The Document Imaging SDK/OCX 12.65 from Black Ice Software has been released for
developers.
The latest release contains fundamental improvements to the Annotations SDK by changing the
internal annotation format to XML.
The previously proprietary annotation format is now open to the public which enables developers
to export annotations into third party applications or import third party annotations into the
Document Imaging SDK.
The Annotation can be saved as an external XML file or the annotation can also be stored in the
TIFF header in XML format. The Annotation API makes loading and saving of annotations
transparent and fully backward compatible. The Annotation XML format is well documented and
easy to parse or convert, opening the possibility of adding additional annotation objects for form

processing.
Additional Improvements:





Updated OCR - Tesseract release June 19 2018 - V3.05.02
Stability improvement for Black Border Removal
PNG - Added support for PNG format for the SaveDIBInImageFormat and SaveDIBInImageFormatExt functions
Samples - Added support for comment annotation type to the Annotation C++ samples

Free Upgrades and Priority Support
Do not forget to subscribe to future releases by purchasing maintenance. With an active
maintenance subscription, you will receive all new releases for free! Priority email technical
support is also included in your subscription. For more information, call us at +1 (561)-757-4107
Extension 3, or sales@blackice.com.
As a special offer, if your maintenance subscription has expired or you did not include the
maintenance subscription in your original purchase, simply refer to this newsletter to renew or
add maintenance retroactively!
For license information, please visit our Customer License Management Portal.
*Only valid for new purchases, no upgrades or add-ons. This offer cannot be combined with any other discounts.
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